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DEDICATION
To every member of the LGBTQ+
community across Africa and beyond

the shores of Africa;

To all LGBTQ+ persons who have been
victimized or persecuted;

To all LGBTQ+ persons who have been
harassed and assaulted for being whom

they are;

To all LGBTQ+ persons groping for
equality;

To the memory of all LGBTQ+ persons
lost to homophobia;

And, to all LGBTQ+ persons, you are
beautiful just the way you are!
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Love is fierce. Love is limitless. Love has no gender. Love is
angelic. Love is love.

Artist: Gbenga Shonoiki
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INTRODUCTION

IGERIA is the most-populated black nation in the world

with over 200 million people. Nigeria is country deposited

with abundant natural and human resources and stands

as one of the largest producers of oil in the world. Nigeria is a

conglomerate of over 400 ethnic groups, three major tribes, and an

almost-equal distribution of Muslim and Christian population.

Nigeria is indeed the giant of Africa and had played many roles in

the past that justify this assertion. Nevertheless, Nigeria lags

behind in so many things and one of it is her hostility towards

queer people. Queer people belong to the group of people who are

different in terms of biological sex, gender, and sexual preferences

or sexual orientation. LGBTQ+; that is the all-inclusive acronym

which stands for LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANSGENDER, AND

QUEER. Queer will stand for all other sexualities that are not

heterosexual (i.e pansexuality, asexuality, etc.). However, in this

essay, LGBTQ, LGBT, and LGBTQ+ would be used interchangeably,

such that one would substitute for the other.

Nigerian queer persons will never forget the bill passed into

law against same-sex marriage and sexual intercourse by the

former President, Dr. Goodluck Ebele Jonathan in 2014. The law

was the beginning of legal hostility to queer people in Nigeria. The

law reserves a jail term of up to fourteen years for homosexual

persons caught in the act. Many homosexual men and women who

had come out as gay before that time had to seek asylum in other

N
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countries, and while many of them were accepted, many other

people who were denied asylum in the countries they had applied

for had to find a way with being gay in Nigeria.

Being gay in Nigeria is triple jeopardy. First, you are faced

with coming out to families; second, coming out to friends and on

social media, and lastly, coming out to the immediate society and

identifying as a member of the LGBTQ+ society. These three stages

of coming-out constitute the process of coming out as queer. Hence,

the person who wishes to be identified as queer is compelled to live

through these stages or go through these processes.

However, aside these three stages, the cultural reception of

homosexuality and/or queerness is very low and almost

infinitesimal. This means that cultures across Nigeria do not accept

homosexuality, and thus, homosexuality is seen as a taboo or an

abomination. Generally, most Nigerians tend to be harsher and less

compassionate towards homosexual persons.

In the same light, religious teachings in Christianity and

Islam are against homosexuality and homosexual practices. While

Christianity emphasizes on love and Islam, on peace, both religious

societies in Nigeria do not care for or about LGBTQ+ people; they

kick against it, avoid the topic in their gatherings, and the only

time they talk about is are the times they want to condemn it or

remind LGBTQ members that they would perish in Hell Fire or

Jannama, as the case may be. The Church sees it as an act of

desecration, unholy and unacceptable before God. The Epistles
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teach against it as well as the Old Testament lists the act as one if

the acts of abomination which God frowns upon. In Islam, the laws

are rather harsh. Some adherents put homosexual men and

women to death by lynching or stoning; sometimes they are

castrated or have a part of their body amputated.

These harsh laws, teachings, doctrines, and cultural and

institutional hostility have not stopped the existence of gay people

in Nigeria, although, many queer persons living in Nigeria are

forced to remain in their closets. Being in the closet as a gay man

or woman has effects on the individual. Being gay is not like being

a teacher, a priest, parishioner, or an Imam or even a doctor; it is

not a choice; nobody would choose a sexuality that would subject

him or her to torture, abuse, bullying, and emotional trauma.

Apart from the fact that the individual has to remain discreet about

his or her sexuality, he or she also needs, at some points, to

pretend to be heterosexual to prevent suspicion. Many queer

persons feign heterosexual relationships, friendships, and other

kinds of relationships in the heterosexual spectrum to avoid being

suspected as a member of the LGBTQ+ society. It is not every queer

person that has developed resistivity against insults and trolling for

being LGBTQ.

In many cases of trolling, shaming, victimisation, harassment,

and so on, many members of the community are exposed to

psychological traumas which in turn affect their being. Some

people are as affected to the point that they commit suicide. When
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people take their own lives out of distress or emotional pain, the

victims are not the only affected person; their families and loved

ones also suffer the pain of losing a loved one. Therefore, the loss

becomes familial or societal rather than individualistic.

Is it right to discriminate against persons because of their

sexuality? Imagine you have completed a series of tests and have

outdone other contestants exceedingly well and when it is time to

claim the star prize, your name is omitted and your prize is given

to another candidate. You have been cheated and side-lined

because you are Igbo, Hausa, Yoruba, or simply because you are

black or white or red; how would you feel at the end?

Discrimination does not lead anyone anywhere; we all suffer

at the end because we tend to lose people with potentials to the

claws of death or to other countries where they will benefit the

people and economy.

“You are not alone”: Reaching Out and the Role of PRIDE TV

Due to widespread usage of social media in Nigeria, social media

has helped queer people connect beyond boarders, breaking the

barriers of distance and enhancing communication and intimation

processes. Social media has become another world, not of aliens, or

UFOs, but of humans who have broken physical and imaginary

barriers and have evolved to be citizens of a new nation; a virtual

nation, regardless. Social media has created its own world; a world
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where anyone has the freedom to express what they feel without

fear and could hide under the cover of anonymity. Social media

platforms like Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, Instagram, and even

the highly-discreet Grindr has helped queer persons across the

country to connect with each other, find love and companionship,

and as well, find help in times of need. Such are the fundamental

functions of PRIDE TV, the curators of this anthology. The curators

have for almost a year, created a safe haven for the Nigerian

LGBTQ community and as well connected Nigerian LGBTQ

members in the country and in the Diaspora.

Pride TV is not a regular UHF-operated or decoder-oriented

television station; it is a virtual TV operated via three social media

platforms. It took its nomenclature from GAY PRIDE; a June

parade for members of the community celebrated annually

throughout the world. Pride TV has been a safe haven for Nigerian

LGBTQ+ people, anonymously operated, and has also been giving

health and safety advice and help to the Nigerian LGBTQ+

community members. It has also helped to provide health tips for

members living with diseases like HIV/AIDS, hepatitis A, B, and C,

and as well preventive measures even non-carrier members. It has

also provided counselling services for downtrodden or emotionally

traumatised members, who are going through psychological

problems and could be at the verge of taking their own life. It is in

the light of reaching out that the TV has put together this maiden

anthology to showcase the creativity of queer people (that have

been most of the times, hidden), the beauty in our diversities, the
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strength in our unity, the power in our bonding, and to connect the

world with the beauty of LGBTQ+ arts.

ELIXIR,
Editor,
Lagos, Nigeria.
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PROSE
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For whatever they say defines them.

But you are not them;
You’re just a perfect being in an imperfect world.
These tongues, a gale, just try to stop your sail

But, hold on tightly and soon you’ll dock and get a hug;
In the warm embrace of a loved one.

— Elixir

Artist: Marquis Ara
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WHAT IS WAITING FOR YOU AT HOME

TRIXUP FACTORY off the old road was not an ideal place to seek

employment. You are often over-laboured, underpaid and stressed thin

but you were excited when you were employed and placed on the night shift.

The pay, moderate and under the table and with time, you would be able to

afford your rent, send some money home, and start working towards a

future – a green card.

Ms. Cheng fired you the day she called you into her tight office. She

perched on the black swivel chair behind her reclaimed wood desk – desk

littered with papers, keys, and other administrative things.

‘We have to let you go,’ she said.

You remember her face, pale, round, her black eyes bulging. You

wanted to ask why, to be angry, to do things the American way – sue, but you

are not an American and Ms Cheng knows that. Out of courtesy, she gave you

the reason.

‘Your lifestyle...We don't understand it. We don't accommodate what we

don't understand’

That night, when you left, Jamal hugged you and assured you that

something would turn up. He was sweet, Jamal. You remember having a thing

for him but quickly smothering the thing in your sleep. He was not like you

and you shouldn't try to make him be.

S
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II

You weren't sleeping when the call came in. Sleep is a luxury you can no

longer afford. The war that raged in your mind kept your eyelids light and

fluttering. The voices in your head are asking: 'What now?'

They are listing your responsibilities; the bills scattered on the kitchen

counter, the rent you are yet to turn in, the dollars you are supposed to send

home because Chibundu had gained admission into the Enugu State

University of Science and Technology. The caller was your mother. You sighed

and hoped to cut the conversation short. For the honest part, you hoped this

wouldn't be one of those calls where she'd pester you about getting a wife,

preferably, Nigerian.

She lived in a fantasy where you had a job at a museum, doing what you

love: caring for art. Like most people back home in Nigeria, she thinks you are

settled. Would you blame her for buying the lie you sold to them?

But she called for a totally different reason:

‘What is this thing we are seeing everywhere? Did we send you to

America to become gay?’

At first, you felt a slowing of your heart, a recoiling of your blood,then, a

jolt; a frantic beating. Adrenaline coursed through your veins.

‘What are you talki-’

‘This is how you have decided to bring shame to the Ogbu family?’ Her

voice started to rise, ‘You have allowed the American devil bend you over...’

‘Where... what are you talking about mum?’
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‘The picture of you kissing that man!’ She screamed into the phone, her

voice reaching inside your core and pulling something out.

‘Obinnaya, you must come home at once... We must cast this American

devil out of you.’

You ended the call and switched off your phone that was the only thing

you could get your body to do, but your mind still thought of home and every

memory flashes very quickly.

How did you not see this coming? You know how the picture of you

kissing Rick got on Ms Cheng's iPhone. It was the internet. Did you not realize

that the internet would carry it to your flat in Idodo Street? To your mother's

broken Samsung?To your father's timeline? You encouraged them to get on

the internet, ‘You must move with the world. Technology is the future’ you had

said. What is your future now?

III

You had everything under control when you were in Art school. Your

professor—Dominique, with the beautiful nose piercing—taught you how to

paint your fears and sorrows. She explained the beauty of sadness, happiness

and fear. It was in Cal Arts, that the devil started to bend you over. Peter was

your first date. He was white, twenty-eight, had a charming smile, and is

ready to try new things. Was that what you were; a new thing?
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Peter waited for you at the Chuck E cheese off Stevenson Ranch Pkwy.

You never came.

You tried again with Gabriel who was Puerto-Rican and enjoyed Nina

Simone. You showed Gabriel some of your arts. You knew he had the soul of

an artist although never tried being one.

‘It's charming,’ he said, running a finger across your portrait of a

faceless man who could be drowning in a lake or burning in a fire ‘it's strong

and gentle and filled with pain or is it suffocation?’

‘Mostly pain,’ you said.

Gabriel stopped texting back because he didn't want anything serious.

IV

In your last six months at Cal Arts, your professor shaved off half of her head.

‘Artists should never conform to a social constructs,’ she said. The right side of

her head was twisted into huge braids of the different colours of the rainbow –

yellow, green, blue... – in no particular order. Was this her way of not

conforming to social construct?

You had met Rick in those last six months. Rick was also white but

‘Enjoys the mundane,’ his bio said. You were nothing short of mundane so you

swiped right. Things escalated quickly and soon you were both singing along

to CesariaEvora in his apartment.
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You went hiking with him and one weekend, two weeks after your first

date, he took you to the Six Park Magic Mountain-Theme Park and you rode

roller coasters and got high. Santa Clarita was nice but that Saturday you

discovered the hidden beauties of Los Angeles. That weekend you took

pictures- while holding his hands and kissing him. You were alive for the first

time. Unbothered, not conforming to a social construct, being an artist.

Rick left too, after that trip. ‘You are sweet, but I'm not looking for

anything serious right now,’ He said.

V

You fell asleep with the phone clutched in your palms. Your body crawled on

your bed. Your pillow soaked with your tears and muffled scream. When you

woke up, it was 11:20. You showered and headed for the afternoon shift at

Noah's NY Bagel.

You learned to drown your fears, your worry and focus on getting

through the day. You knew how much you needed Noah's pay check,

especially now that you lost your job at Strix Up factory. It didn't matter that

half of your pay went to Ben. It was your agreement when he gave you his

social security number.

You got to Noah's but before you could push past the glass door, past

the silent crowd that drank their coffee and munched on their bagels, the

police would stop you. They would ask you questions and when you tried to

answer them when you tried to provide documentation; you couldn't.
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VI

You are now on a plane bound for Lagos, Nigeria.

You stare out the window and into the ashy clouds, something was

building up inside of you; it had started building up from the courtroom, two

months ago, when the judge ruled in favour of your deportation. It is a feeling

you have refused to name. It is glued at the back of your mind, stabbing at

your every thought. You know what happens when a man names a feeling,

when a thing is given a name; that thing goes on to live forever, it becomes a

part of that man’s life.

You are afraid of calling this feeling fear, you are afraid of living with

this fear, you are afraid of Nigeria. You want answer the question brewing in

your mind: what is waiting for you at home?

You have rearranged this question, turned it, this way and that way,

hoping to come upon an answer or to even imagine one. But all your attempts

have failed. You don’t know what is waiting for you at home, you don’t know

how Lagos will welcome you, and will they poke and spit at you? Or will they

tie you and send you to a priest at the bank of River Niger?

VII

You stare out the window again and think of all the dreams you had when you

came to America. How you were going to change the world with your paintings,
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your little strokes of sorrows and pain. Because, what is art if not colourful

sorrows?

Jerome,
Enugu, Nigeria
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SECOND CHANCE

OU REALLY disappointed me, Ebuka. You disappointed the entire

family,’ my mum quavered with a tear-filled voice. I was sitting on the

cushion directly opposite to the one she sat on in the living room, with my

head bent down and my eyes stinging with tears that threatened to trail down

my face any time soon. Fiddling with my hands, I was filled with shame. I had

been filled with shame for so long now; I had to reach myself to embrace it. It

was Sunday, the next day was Monday and it was also the beginning of a new

academic session. If things had worked out well for me, I would've been in the

university by now; but they didn't and here I am; drowning in my own shame

and in the bleakness that was burgeoning inside of me.

If only I could turn back time to the beginning of this year, just before I

got expelled from my previous school; If only I could go back somehow and

stop myself from going ahead with that stupid plan. I got expelled from my

previous school in SS3, just before our mock exams in the second term. The

reason why I had been expelled was gradually turning into a public case,

besmirching my image. I had stupidly written a letter to a boy in my class,

thinking he would reciprocate my feelings towards him. He once did, matter of

fact; he started whatever went on between us. But to my surprise he gave the

letter to the teachers and it eventually got to the principal, just because a few

of his friends stumbled upon the letter and became suspicious of him. He

exposed me to save his own head. His betrayal had led to me being the only

‘Y
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one who got expelled. I had spent the rest of SS3 at home while they went

ahead to write the West African Senior Secondary Certificate Examinations.

During this time, I had been beside myself, falling deeper into depression and

growing to hate myself even more than I already did.

‘Mummy, I'm sorry,’ I muttered under my breath, just loud enough for

her to hear. Blinking, warm tears fell from both my eyes, surprising me. At

this point I thought I must have run out of tears to shed but I was proven

wrong when it came streaming down.

‘You don't need to be sorry to me; you need to keep asking God for

forgiveness. Keep asking him to help you turn away from your sins,’ she

repeated the statement she'd made one too many times already, it had

registered into my brain.

‘I will. I am’.

I had spent my time at home going to church and praying. No one came

to visit me and I didn't go to visit anyone. At this point I didn't have many

friends left; the ones that remained were there out of pity and that was even

more daunting.

‘You're starting at your new school tomorrow; you don't know how

difficult it was to get you accepted into SS3, accompanied with all the rumours

going around,’ she sniffled and wiped tears away from her eyes. ‘Please don't

disappoint me again, don't disappoint your family. You're our only son, Ebuka.
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Ask God to always help you whenever you think you're falling into temptation,’

she begged for what felt like the billionth time.

I felt like a disappointment, it was one of the emotions weighing down on

me— amidst my immense hatred for myself. Despite the few times my mum

had lost her cool, I was deeply thankful for all she'd done for me. At least she

did more than my dad who completely washed his hands off of the topic and

was too quick to denounce me as his son.

‘I'll Mummy. I promise to never disappoint you again,’ I assured, crying

just as much as she was.

My mistake had messed with everyone in my family; my sisters barely

talked to me; my dad disowned me with his words; and my mum turned into a

hawk over me; watching my every of my move and keeping an eye on every of

my actions. One thing they failed to understand was that I was the one

suffering the most in all of this. I hadn't prayed or wished for death because,

truly, I was scared of it. If only the grim reaper wore a white cotton robe

instead of a black silky one, and held roses instead of a bloodthirsty scythe. I

cried myself to sleep that night.

***********************************
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‘Good morning Mrs.Okere,’ the principal greeted my mum with a smile so fake.

She sat so comfortably in her seat and her fat figure hadn't spared an ounce of

space on the chair.

Today— the 25th day of September— was a lot different. I had had a

change of routine from my usual morning mass and occasional confessions. I

had run out of sins to confess to the Priest, anyway. This morning I woke up,

got ready to redo the whole of SS3, and my mum drove us to school.

We were currently in the principal's office as my mum still had a few

things to clear out with her; I just stood by the door with my hands decorously

folded in front of me.

‘Good morning,’ my mum replied with a smile as well, the only difference

was that hers did seem genuine.

‘I'm glad to have you as a parent in my school,’ she started. ‘You're the

reason I accepted your son, undeterred by the knowledge of the reason why he

was expelled from his former school, in SS3. We normally don't accept

students in SS3, but I'm doing you this one favour,’ she bragged. Her wry

smile did a great job of exposing her pride and ulterior motives, it was obvious

she was determined to get as much as she could from my mum.

‘And I'm so grateful, Pastor Augustina,’ my mum replied, trying her best

to hold on to her smile.
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It was a Christian school— not Roman Catholic— but Christian. Either

way, I was going to be whipped into shape.

‘You're not the one who should be grateful, your son should be,’ she

tipped her head in my direction and spared me a quick glance.

I stiffened but remained still, keeping my eyes ahead and holding on to

my stolid front. My mum slowly turned and raised an eyebrow, giving me the

famous African parents' stare which I understood all too well. I knew what I

had to do.

‘I'm really grateful…Pastor Augustina,’ I forced those last words out of

my mouth. They did taste bitter and I wondered if I had just sinned by

cringing at the title of a man of God— woman in this case. Almost everything I

did now felt like a sin. After all, I was a sinner in the eyes of everyone around

me; it was expected of me to think the same.

‘It's fine. However, we do not tolerate that kind of behaviour at this

school, not at all. I hope he is aware of that,’ the smile fell from her face and

her expression contorted into a stern look.

‘Of course he is,’ my mum replied hastily. She was trying to hold on to

her smile but seriousness had crept up into her tone. ‘That was a slip up, a

big mistake on his side, he was so confused. But I can assure you it will never

happen again.’ Another stern look was sent my way and I got the message.
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‘It will never happen again Ma, I was delusional and misled and that's

why I sinned against God.

It will never happen again,’ I asserted with a voice devoid of every

emotion.

I wasn't capable of doing that before; I wasn't capable of sounding like a

programmed robot some time ago but circumstances had forced me to adapt.

‘It's good that you've decided to turn away from your sins. That goes

against the teachings of God, even the Nigerian law is against it. You stand a

chance of up to fourteen years imprisonment if you are caught, and let's not

forget the shame and stigma it would bring upon your family. You should be

running from that because it's not only a sin and a crime, it's unhealthy for

your emotional health. These homosexuals end up depressed or even commit

suicide because it is hard to find a partner.

‘You—’

‘You don't have to stress yourself lecturing him; I made sure to get him

educated on the dangers of living in a sin. I even sent him to a conversion

camp,’ my mum cut her off. I could tell she wasn't ready for a seminar from

her, neither was I.

I did go to a conversion camp where terrible things were said and done

to me. Thankfully, my mum pulled me out before it got too late.
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‘You've done well, Mrs. Okere,’ the principal commented with a content

smile. Leaning forward she arranged the sheets of paper on her table and

jogged them on the flat surface of her desk, aligning them properly. ‘Some of

the students might be aware of the reason he was expelled, news flies fast,’

she began, looking directly at my mum before bringing her gaze to fall on me.

‘He will have to tolerate whatever they might say to him and not give

them reasons to believe that their suspicions are correct, that's if he truly

wants to graduate from this school.’ She was talking to my mum but her eyes

were on me.

Batting the tears away, I stared down at my feet. It was the inescapable

truth. Students from this school probably had friends from my other school

even though we weren't in the same set, I was a year higher.

‘He'll focus on his studies. He's not here for friends,’ She assuresd the

principal that she wouldn't have to worry much about me.

‘Even the slightest slip up can get him expelled, so he'll have to be extra

careful.’

‘He will be,’ my mum avouched on my behalf.

After a few more minutes of formal conversation with the principal, she

dismissed us so I could get to first period. Before my mum left the school, she

gave me another stream of advice, singing the same words like an anthem.
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‘I must stay on the path of good and avoid sin and crime', was to be my

mantra. Hearing everything from her and taking cognizance of the fact that I

was about to redo SS3 with my juniors broke a new dam of tears. I had to take

a minute to myself, crying at a deserted part of the school where my mum had

spoken to me before leaving. Squaring up and mustering as much courage as I

could, I held on to the straps of my backpack and navigated through the now

empty hallways to my class. On getting there, I found out our subject teacher

for the first period hadn't arrived yet. Silence fell over the classroom like an

oppressive blanket when their eyes fell on me; most of them began murmuring

things to each other after staring at me for a while. Swallowing the invisible

lump of shame and embarrassment in my throat, I brought myself to take

those few steps to a vacant desk in the front row.

They eventually got bored of murmuring a while later and resumed

laughing and talking loudly with one another, catching up after the long

holidays. There could have been a gossip about me going around and I had

absolutely no idea what this new school had in store for me, but I guess only

time will tell. This was the effect of the discrimination law in my country on a

16-year-old who never wished to have a different sexual orientation than the

rest of the population. I placed my head on the desk and cried quietly until the

subject teacher for first period walked in very majestically.

DrillBurger .
Imo state, Nigeria.
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POETRY
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We all are not whom we seem to be
Bad news is that one of us will surely lose
We will reach our limits eventually,

Because, each one of us is a ticking time-bomb ready to go off.

— Tobi Davis

Artist: Ofure
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WHAT THEY MADE OF HIM

In him there was beauty
And sweet charm
But all they saw was what
Their hearts and mind had
Made their focus.

Faults and imperfections;
Flaws and dents they dug out,
Until they made it his name;
An identity tattooed on his
Existence.

Like a plague to be avoided,
They spat and rubbed it harder,
Killing him from within,
And emptying him from the outside.

With time his beauty was buried;
Trapped under the identity they
Had given him.

A name and appearance called out
In shameless mockery;
An identity tag placed with no just
Cause.

KennedyOmoenu,
Lagos, Nigeria.
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REVERIE

Life has its ups and downs. Imagine
Growing up in an environment
Where making your own decision is a taboo.

Where parents think it is discipline
To make very important choices for their offspring

Where these choices always include:
What school to attend;
Which course to study;
How to dress;
How to think;
Who to marry.

In a society like ours,
Marriage is very sacred
To them, and
They treat it like their lives depend on it.

Children sexually different are called sinners,
While the ones who are sexually are not are called saints.
They are called sinners because they sin in a different way.

Since when did it become a sin or crime to fall in love?
Does gender really matters?
Why do people discriminate against others
Simply because they fell in love with someone?

They seem to forget that the heart wants what it wants.

Why do parents disown their children
Because they followed their hearts?
Why does society choose to be unfair to such persons?
Why do you think that such individuals
Are possessed by evil spirits?
When will you learn to respect their choices
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And accept them for they who they are?
Will there ever be a day when all these
Homophobic persons will let them be?
Will they ever stop pushing them
To the point where if feels like suicide is the best option?
Will we ever stop treating them like they
Are savages while we allow our ignorance to keep drowning us?
They are like men who have planks in their eyes
Telling another man of the tiny broomstick on his face.

Krizella
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BREATHE!

Breathe in slowly; breathe out fast
Why do I feel so lost whenever I see the reflection of myself in the mirror?
Disgusted by the façade I put on in the open
Disgusted by the man that stands in front of me
This isn’t me.
Breathe in slowly; breathe out fast.

I drink the blood of my work
Only to vomit it before I feel its taste
Breathe in slowly; breathe out fast.

They say the way you lay your bed, the way you lay on it;
I am in the wrong bed?
Breathe in slowly; breathe out fast.

Letting the swords of my men pierce into my bleeding heart,
And driving me to insanity.
Breathe in slowly; breathe out fast.

A bleeding king who doesn’t understand his worth
And hates to see his reflection
Just breathe in slow; breathe out fast.
When will my morning sunshine rise
At my doorstep in the fullness of her Glory?
Breathe in slowly; breathe out fast.

When?
Just watch fate unfold your story,
You bleeding king.
And as you lay in wait,
Remember to breathe in slowly; breathe out fast.

Mirakee
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THE DANCE

It was a dance step for the living, not the dead;
The steps for the righteous, not the cursed;
The steps for heavenly beings, not the ones doomed to hell
Or so, they called us.

We all grew up together under one roof,
Shared the same bowl for washing hands,
Moulded the same size of fufu,
Swallowed them and giggled at our silliness,
While we danced the dance together.

One day, biology and age came knocking,
Some found the opposite sex attractive;
We danced the dance with them.
Some of us were lost, not because we were missed our ways,
But because we were not made for the same dancing shoes.

We told you about how unfitting your shoes were for us;
You spat on us, called us abominations,
You went behind us and changed the music,
We climbed that stage to dance with you.

Suddenly, the stage became too small for us all,
Suddenly the steps weren't the same anymore.
Instantly, we had become the missed;
Not fit to dance on the same stage with you.
You told us to move away from you with our sins;

We moved away and formed our dance;
A dance for those who loved irrespective of gender;
The dance for those whom you called the missed.
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So, we danced the Dance of the Missed,
Showcasing our talents to all who cared to see,
Showing them how unbroken we have become,
Telling them how we plan to dance this dance till the end of time.

Viviella
Ekiti State, Nigeria
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I LIKE BOYS

His throat felt like he hadn't had water to drink in days.
‘Let's share the grace,’ his mum said from where she knelt throughout the

family devotion.
Everyone else mumbled the word in as much unison as they could.

‘Good night and sweet dreams.’

He watched his sister stand, ready to go into her room.
‘Yes? Ki lo fe? What do you want?’ His dad asked, wondering why he wasn't

running to his room like he did every night after the devotion.
'This is it now,' he thought to himself, 'there is no turning back.'

He steeled his spine and let out a shaky breath, staring into the unsuspecting
eyes of his parents.

‘Mum, Dad, there's something I have to tell you.’
His hands started sweating again. His heart thudded in his chest and he

feared it might burst out.

‘Yes? Get on with it.’ His mum said and she picked up her Bible, preparing to
head to her own room.

He flicked his tongues over his lips, hugging himself as he prepared for the
worst.

‘I like boys.’
The Bible fell.

Sati My’kel
Ibadan
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WHEN THE SUN MET THE MOON

The stars aligned,
Fates were entwined.
It was a promise,
A moment to reminisce.

A tale as old as time,
Love was called crime.
They said, Hide in your closets,
Burn out, fade into silhouettes.

Haram! Mother also yelled,
You must have been compelled.
The sun had turned away,
The clouds turned grey.

But fighting through the grey,
The night met day.
The smile was worth the pain.
The society's effort was in vain.

Sati My’kel
Ibadan
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THE MAN IN THE MIRROR

There are many things that could catch your attention,
But you have chosen to focus on me.
A crowd got served a question:
“What do you see when you look at the mirror?”
The answers that followed hurt;
More than the pain of a thousand stabs.
Fate got me in the crowd,
But my head made me reply:

I see a beautiful soul staring back at me;
Natural curls yet bouncy hair,
An egg-like face contoured with beautiful edges,
Nose that tells the story of a black man,
And thick lips of black essence – something they say is ugly,
But the eyes of their tongues can’t look away,
And a skin that shines in the glory of the sun.

You might hate this man you see,
But he is an incredible work of art.

Joseph Benedict
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